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Control of recoil losses in nanomechanical SiN membrane resonators
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In the context of a recoil damping analysis, we have designed and produced a membrane resonator equipped
with a specific on-chip structure working as a “loss shield” for a circular membrane. In this device the vibrations
of the membrane, with a quality factor of 107, reach the limit set by the intrinsic dissipation in silicon nitride,
for all the modes and regardless of the modal shape, also at low frequency. Guided by our theoretical model of
the loss shield, we describe the design rationale of the device, which can be used as effective replacement of
commercial membrane resonators in advanced optomechanical setups, also at cryogenic temperatures.
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Since the first demonstrations of use in an optical cav-
ity [1,2], membrane resonators have widely spread in optome-
chanical experiments, both as isolated mechanical oscillators
and as components of hybrid systems. Their striking optical
and mechanical properties allowed the observation of quantum
effects induced by optomechanical interaction in the behavior
of nano-oscillators [3] and in the properties of radiation
itself [4].

Currently, membrane-based resonators represent a flexible
tool for a wide range of scientific and technological goals:
interfacing radiation at very different wavelengths [5,6],
implementing hybrid mechanical-atomic systems [7], fixing
significant constraints on quantum gravity theories [8], and
studying multimode optomechanical systems in the quantum
regime [9]. These developments motivate a strong commitment
to improving the performance of membrane-based oscillators.
We address here the issue of mechanical losses in high stress
silicon nitride (SiN) membranes, proposing a perspective
which allows us to realize a “loss shield” for the membrane
resonator.

SiN membrane-based devices have many mechanical reso-
nances with frequencies starting from 0.1 MHz, with intrinsic
losses well described by a model [10] where the elastic
constant K includes an imaginary part, K = k(1 + iφ), with
φ = 1/Q the loss angle and Q the quality factor. Though the
intrinsic quality factor is in the range 106–108, depending on
dimensions and temperature, the loss through the supporting
substrate can reduce this figure by several orders of mag-
nitude. This phenomenon is more pronounced for the lower
frequency resonances, which would be the most suitable for
the experimental optomechanics as higher order resonances
are surrounded by numerous neighboring resonances [11].
An additional problem is the poor reproducibility of the loss
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contributed by the support, which depends on the mounting
details [12], and by the loss in the sample holder [13], and
it is known that these losses can sometimes be reduced by
minimizing the contact of the chip frame with the sample
mount [2].

The loss through the supporting substrate is usually evalu-
ated from the energy transfer rate mediated by phonons tunnel-
ing from the membrane resonator into the substrate [14,15], an
approach that motivated the development of isolation systems
based on phononic band-gap shields [9,16,17]. However, this
theory cannot provide precise guidelines for the design of
more effective supporting systems, as it is based on some
strong assumptions. In fact, the substrate is described as an
infinite half-plane, so its real modal structure is not considered.
Moreover, the energy transfer is unidirectional, from the
membrane to the substrate. Consequently, the loss calculated
within this framework does not contain the loss angle of
the mechanical resonances of the substrate, and therefore no
penalty is expected by the use of lossy materials.

In this Rapid Communication we rely on a coupled
oscillators model, in which the vibrations of the membrane
are naturally combined with those of the support to give
extended normal modes. Consequently the displacement field
is distributed throughout the system and the loss at the
membrane resonant frequency may be substantially degraded
by the contribution of the support. This effect is called
recoil damping and was first studied in suspension systems
for interferometric detectors of gravitational waves [18]. In
this context the effective quality factor Qm of a membrane
resonator supported by a wafer can be approximated as

(Qm)−1 = Q−1
m + Q−1

w

Mm

Mw

ω2
wω2

m(
ω2

w − ω2
m

)2 , (1)

where Qm,Mm,ωm (Qw,Mw,ωw) are the intrinsic quality
factors, mass, and resonant angular frequency of the membrane
(supporting wafer). According to this equation, a strong
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reduction of the quality factor is expected when a resonance of
the support wafer approaches the resonance of the membrane,
and the quality factor of the wafer oscillator Qw contributes
to setting the effective quality factor, in agreement with the
experimental data reported in Refs. [13,19]. If we consider
that the recoil force due to the membrane is just the oscillating
momentum Mmẍc.m., where xc.m.(t) is the position of the
center of mass of the membrane, we can easily understand
another aspect of the behavior of membrane-based resonators.
In fact, it is common to observe a high quality factor for
high frequency (i.e., high order) vibrations in commercial
membranes. This is due to the increasingly large number of
nodal lines, which averages out the contribution of different
parts of the membrane in the evaluation of the center of mass,
causing a strong reduction of the oscillating momentum and
therefore of the recoil losses. We note that in modal shapes with
an equal number of nodes and antinodes the center of mass is
at rest, therefore these modes couple with the supporting wafer
only through angular momentum, and the same reasoning can
be repeated with moment of inertia in place of mass and recoil
torque in place of recoil force.

Given that this approach reproduces the main features of the
system, we have extended this theory to treat a multioscillator
case, developing a scheme in which the contribution of the
support to the effective quality factor of the membrane is
greatly reduced. Following this design we have then produced a
membrane resonator equipped with a specific on-chip structure
working as a loss shield for the membrane. In this device
also the low frequency vibrations of the membrane have a
high quality factor and reach the limit set by the intrinsic
dissipation. Figure 1(a) shows an optical microscope picture
of the SiN membrane, with diameter 1.64 mm, thickness
100 nm, and internal stress ∼0.8 GPa. This choice of thickness
allows for a nearly optimal optical coupling at a wavelength
of 1064 nm [20]. The membrane is supported by a silicon
cylinder of diameter 2.4 mm and thickness 1 mm. This frame
is supported in four points by a structure made of alternating
flexural and torsional springs with thickness 250 μm. This
allows an oscillatory motion of the cylinder with minimal
deformation during the displacement, in order to reduce the
coupling of the internal resonances of the cylinder with the
rest of the structure [21,22]. As shown in Fig. 1(d), this
cylinder-springs module is repeated two more times to obtain
the desired degree of mechanical rigidity. In Figs. 1(e) and 1(f)
we show the planar displacement of the lowest frequency
resonances of this structure, respectively, at 32 and 47 kHz.
It is stiffer than standard silicon frames [23] and ensures a
good thermal stability when some power is dissipated in the
membrane [24]. The outer frame of the device, with thickness
1 mm, has a square shape 14 × 14 mm2 and is clamped in a
metallic holder with a central hole, which leaves uncovered the
circular area of diameter 10 mm shown in Fig. 1(d). The device
is realized by through-thickness fabrication of a silicon-on-
insulator wafer with standard microelectromechanical systems
technology [22,25].

In a constrained circular membrane with a high intrinsic
tensile stress σm, the theoretical resonance frequencies are
given by the expression fnk = f0αnk where αnk is the kth root

of the Bessel polynomial of order n, and f0 = 1
2πR

√
σm

ρm
, with

FIG. 1. (a) Optical microscope picture of the circular membrane,
with diameter 1.6 mm and thickness 100 nm. (b) and (c) First modal
shapes involving the membrane, resonating at about 230 and 366 kHz,
respectively, similar to the constrained membrane’s normal mode
(n,k) = (0,1) and (n,k) = (1,1). (d) CAD image of the device. (e) and
(f) Modal shapes of the lowest frequency resonances of the device,
respectively, at 32 and 47 kHz, where the planar displacement of the
membrane frame can be seen.

ρm the density and R the radius of the membrane. The index n

may assume the values (0,1, . . .) and sets the number of nodal
diameters of the normal mode; the index k may assume the
values (1,2, . . .) and sets the number of nodal circumferences.
The finite element shapes shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) are
nearly equivalent to the normal modes (n,k) = (0,1) and
(n,k) = (1,1) of the constrained membrane. We note that
the effective modal mass of the (0,k) modes for a centered,
δ-like readout decreases at higher values of k, because the
absolute displacement of the modal shapes becomes more
concentrated in the center [25]. In an optomechanical setup
it is therefore possible to improve the coupling with the light
by focusing the laser beam at the center of the membrane,
implementing a nearly optimal readout. For comparison, in a
square membrane the effective mass remains constant as the
modal indexes change.

To evaluate the effective quality factor of the membrane in
the strong-coupling model, we first identify three mechanical
oscillators in the system: the membrane resonator, the sup-
porting wafer, and an intermediate oscillator acting as loss
shield, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Each oscillator is described by
its frequency νi and mass Mi , where the subscript i can be
(m,s,w) to identify, respectively, membrane, shield, or wafer
oscillators. We describe the loss in each part by an imaginary
component of the spring constant, Ki = ki(1 + i/Qi), where
ki = 4π2ν2

i Mi and Qi is the quality factor assigned to each
oscillator. For a high-stress membrane of this size the intrinsic
quality factor is Qm � 107, while the loss properties of the
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FIG. 2. (a) Section of the device where different colors denote
the membrane resonator, the support wafer, and the intermediate
oscillator acting as loss shield. (b) Schematic of the mechanical
system and pointlike mass model. (c) Plot of the main membrane
mode effective quality factor Qm when a wafer mode is located at a
frequency νw close to the membrane resonance νm. (d) Schematic of
the mechanical system and pointlike mass model of a device without
loss shield structure. (e) Plot of the main membrane mode effective
quality factor Qm without loss shield, showing an “influence band”
about 30 times larger.

clamped area are determined by the losses induced by the
sample holder, and it is common to observe Qw in the range
102–103. The quality factor Qs of the intermediate structures
can vary from 103 to some 104, depending on the vibrational
shape. In Fig. 2(b) we see the schematic of the device and the
pointlike mass model used for the evaluation of the mechanical
loss. The corresponding vibrational shapes of membrane and
shield can be seen in Figs. 1(b) and 1(e), respectively. Given
that in the coupled system it is no longer possible to distinguish
the individual oscillators, the membrane resonator is identified
exactly as in an experiment, that is, looking for the vibration
of the system with frequency and effective mass closest to
that expected. We stress that this method estimates exactly the
quality factor measured in a dynamic experiment (response to
an excitation or free decay) or in the thermal noise spectrum.
We define this observed system as “coupled membrane,” while
the membrane uncoupled oscillator corresponds to the normal
mode of the constrained circular membrane. Therefore we
calculate the dynamic response of the system to a harmonic
forcing Fe applied to the membrane, and assess the quality
factor Qm from the linewidth [26].

In the graph of Fig. 2(c) we used the typical pa-
rameters of the (0,1) membrane oscillator (νm = 250 kHz,
Mm = 1.5 × 10−10 kg, Qm = 107) and of the shield oscil-
lator (νs = 30 kHz, Ms = 1 × 10−5 kg, Qs = 103). Instead
we vary the frequency of the wafer oscillator, with mass

Mw = 5 × 10−5 kg, in the neighborhood of νm, where 
ν/ν =
(νm − νw)/νm is the relative frequency shift. We assign three
different values to the loss angle of the wafer 1/Qw. It is
evident that, until the wafer oscillator frequency is far enough
from the membrane frequency, the quality factor Qm remains
very close to the value assigned Qm. The loss angle of the wafer
oscillator becomes important when the two frequencies get
closer. In fact, we see that with Qw = 103 we have Qm/Qm <

0.9 (corresponding to a 10% decrease of the quality factor)
when 
ν/ν < 0.01, but with Qw = 102 we have the same
decrease when 
ν/ν < 0.035. The effectiveness of this design
is evident from the comparison with the standard situation,
without loss shield and the membrane directly supported by
the wafer [Fig. 2(d)]. As shown in Fig. 2(e), with Qw = 103,
we have Qm/Qm < 0.9 within a quite large influence band

ν/ν < 0.3, that enlarges to 
ν/ν < 0.6 if Qw = 102. This
figure makes clear that a wafer oscillator with very low Qw

can increase the loss of the membrane oscillator even if it is
relatively distant in frequency. Since the quality factor of the
wafer’s vibrations is determined also by the sample holder,
this recoil losses model explains the great influence of the
assembly and the reproducibility issues. Moreover, the use of
the loss shield can improve Qm by many orders of magnitude
(with Qm < Qm) when the wafer and membrane vibrations are
nearly at resonance, as can be seen by comparing Figs. 2(c)
and 2(e) [26].

This reasoning can be extended to all of the modal shapes of
the coupled membrane oscillator, as the device naturally profits
by the various modes of the intermediate elastic structure: for
instance, the resonance shown in Fig. 1(c) couples with the
support through recoil torque and is shielded by the mode
of Fig. 1(f). This ensures an efficient shielding for all of the
resonances of the coupled membrane, starting with the lowest
frequency up to a few MHz. In fact, even if the occurrence of
wafer and structure modes with frequency coinciding to the
resonances of the coupled membrane should be avoided (the
shield does not completely eliminate the coupling loss in this
case), the probability of spoiling a substantial number of cou-
pled membrane resonances is much reduced by the use of the
filter, thanks to the reduction by a factor of 30 of the influence
band. Moreover, the vibrations of the membrane are coupled
mainly with the inner cylinder, which features a moderate
modal density of about ten modes/MHz up to a few MHz.

The coupled membrane resonances can be seen in the
thermal power spectrum density of the membrane displace-
ment [Fig. 3(a)], acquired using a Michelson interferometer
with the sample kept in a vacuum chamber. The frequencies
of all resonances are in good agreement with the modal
frequencies of the constrained membrane, if we set σm/ρm =
2.4 × 105 N m/kg. To measure the quality factor we drive the
system by a piezoelectric actuator mounted on the sample
holder and measure the free decay time of each coupled
membrane resonance. In Fig. 3(b) we plot, for the main device
shown in Fig. 1, the quality factor of all resonances up to a
frequency of 2 MHz. All vibrations with a frequency higher
than 0.5 MHz fulfill the minimum requirement for quantum
optomechanics at room temperature, Qm > 6 × 1012/νm [27].
We show also the quality factor of a test device with a
membrane of the same size but featuring a shield oscillator
resonating at about 90 kHz (about three times the value chosen
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FIG. 3. (a) Power spectrum density of the displacement noise
of the membrane, measured with a resolution bandwidth of 30 Hz.
Some electrical and seismic lines can be seen especially below
1 MHz. The amplitude of coupled membrane resonances is com-
patible with thermal force noise driving. (b) Measured quality factor
of each resonance. Closed circles: main device; crosses: test device
with reduced loss shield. The dashed line shows the quality factor
envelope due to intrinsic loss for a square membrane with side
1.52 mm and fundamental frequency 230 kHz, evaluated [28] with
a loss angle φ = 1.25 × 10−4. The data points within the shaded
area fulfill the minimum requirement for quantum optomechanics
at room temperature, Qm > 6 × 1012/νm [27]. (c) Quality factor at
4.3 K for two samples, with slightly different intrinsic stress. At this
temperature the requirement for quantum optomechanics is surpassed
by more than one order of magnitude.

for the main device shown in Fig. 1). As explained in the
Supplemental Material [26], this shield is much less effective
in preserving the intrinsic quality factor of the membrane. In
both cases the results confirm our recoil losses analysis. For
the main device, the quality factor measured at low frequency
is compatible with the value calculated for a square membrane
with the same fundamental frequency [10,28]. In Fig. 3(c) we
show the quality factor of some coupled membrane resonances
at 4.3 K, corresponding to (0,k) and some (1,k) modes of the

constrained membrane. The frequency dependence of the qual-
ity factor remains smooth at low temperature, confirming that
the membrane is not influenced by changes in the mechanical
properties of the sample holder [29]. These results confirm the
predictive value of our model and its practical effectiveness.
In comparison with unshielded membranes [28,30], our device
reaches the limit set by the intrinsic dissipation starting from
the low frequency resonances and regardless of the modal
shape, independently from the experimental setup and with a
clamping system suitable for the cryogenic use.

Within the recoil losses framework we can also estimate the
quality factor of membranes with phononic shields, where the
wafer becomes a periodic structure with band gaps [16,17]. In
this case membrane vibrations with frequency within the band
gap have demonstrated high quality factors independently of
the clamping system. In our context, with a band gap of about
0.3 MHz, the frequency shift between a membrane resonance
at 3 MHz and structure modes is 
ν/ν � 0.05. As a rough esti-
mate, from Fig. 2(e) we can expect a reduction of about 50% of
the quality factor in the case Qw = 1000, which is a good result
but still not optimal. However, better results can be obtained by
widening the band gap or by cooling the sample at cryogenic
temperatures, where the influence bands shrink thanks to a gen-
eral improvement in the wafer’s quality factor. Unfortunately
the extension of this technique to the 100 kHz range would
require the use of very large isolation structures. In fact, a band
gap centered at a frequency f = 100 kHz can be obtained
with a 10 × 10 array of unit cells with characteristic length
v/(2f ) � 10 mm, where v is the sound velocity in silicon.

All things considered, our recoil losses analysis allows
one to build robust devices with high quality factor, pre-
serving the thermal and geometrical characteristics of typical
membrane-based resonators. The optical properties of these
membranes are compatible with their use as optomechanical
oscillators [27], both in Michelson interferometers and in
cavity setups [25]. Since their quality factor is high in the whole
frequency range, they can be used with optimal efficiency,
both in single-mode applications, such as optical cooling [31],
and in multimode applications, such as hybridization [32] and
two-mode squeezing [33]. For these reasons we imagine that
this class of devices may spread as an effective replacement
of standard membrane resonators in advanced optomechanical
setups, also at cryogenic temperatures.
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